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ABSTRACT

The issue of energy holes, or hotspots, in wireless sensor networks is well referenced. As is the
proposed mobilisation of the sink node in order to combat this. However, as the mobile sink node
may communicate with some nodes more than others, issues remain, such as energy spikes. In this
study we propose a lightweight MAC layer solution - DynamicMobility and Energy Aware Algorithm
(DMEAAL). Building on existing solutions utilising a communication threshold between static nodes
and a sink node using a predictable mobility pattern, DMEAAL takes knowledge of optimum en-
ergy consumption levels and implements a cross-layer approach, utilising current energy consumption
and dynamically adjusting communication threshold size based on target energy consumption. This
approach is shown to balance energy consumption across individual nodes without increasing over-
all energy consumption compared to previous solutions. This without detrimentally affecting frame
delivery to the sink. As such, network lifetime is improved. In addition we propose Mobile Edge
Computing (MEC) applications for this solution, removing certain functionality from static nodes
and instead deploying this within the mobile sink at the network edge.

1. Introduction
In the use of wireless sensor networks (WSN), one of the

greatest challenges lies in the area of energy consumption.
WSNs may also be referred to as low power and lossy net-
works, due to the nature of the devices used. Tiny devices
of low memory and processing capacity as well as limited
battery power. Sensors and sensor networks are now found
in many aspects of modern life as the move toward smart
cities gains pace [1]. However, given there is also the po-
tential for many inhospitable locations in which these net-
works may reside, with uses such as in deep sea oil and gas
[2], disaster recovery [3] and agriculture [4], another issue
arises in the ease of battery replacement. As such, these de-
vices must adopt duty cycling methods in order to conserve
power and increase network lifetime. Duty cycling involves
nodes sleeping when idle and can thus have great benefit in
reducing energy conservation [5]. Duty cycling is controlled
at the MAC layer, with different approaches utilised by the
protocols implemented at this layer. In carrier-sense multi-
ple access (CSMA)MAC implementations such as the IEEE
802.15.4 standard [6, 7], clear channel assessment (CCA)
is utilised to determine if the channel is clear or not before
sending data. This is used alongside the sending of pream-
bles in order to keep the channel open to receive data. A
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transmitted preamble required to be at least the length of
the receiver’s sleep period, with this shown to be of bene-
fit regarding energy consumption [8]. However, as a node
may now be asleep for a considerable amount of time, issues
arise in terms of how the network may continue to function
properly. An inherent challenge is in ensuring that Neigh-
bour Discovery (ND) may still happen with duty cycling in
place, explicitly, that an overlap of wake-up schedules may
take place between nodes such that ND may actually take
place. Otherwise, communication between nodes would be-
come impossible and the network would be rendered useless.

Another issue arises in static implementations of WSNs,
due to the multi-hop to sink basis of these networks. In this
event the WSNs are prone to the issue of nodes closest to
the sink taking on greater load and therefore running out
of energy faster. This would leave the other nodes in the
network unable to communicate with the sink node, effec-
tively ending the lifetime of the entire WSN as a function-
ing entity. This is known as the energy hole [9] or hotspot
problem. In combating the hotspot problem, a common ap-
proach is to mobilise the sink node. The assumption in tak-
ing this approach is that as the sink node moves, as does the
responsibility for final delivery to it. Thus, the load would be
spread across several nodes in the network, rather than just
a select few. These are termed as significant nodes[10, 11].
Mobile sink nodes (MSNs) are already utilised in different
applications such as to be placed in a vehicle, robot or car-
ried by a person. An emerging area is that of the use of
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), more commonly referred
to as drones [12], with applications for use in areas such as
dealing with forest fires [13] . However, in merely mobil-
ising the sink node there can be no guarantee that all nodes
the sink passes shall expend energy at the same rate, with any
energy spikes being problematic in the longer term, as even
a small difference could still result in certain nodes running
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out of energy earlier than others as time passes.
Traditional approaches to ND inWSNs involve the use of

probabilistic [14] and deterministic [15] algorithms to either
guarantee an overlap in the case of deterministic approaches,
or result in a high probability in the case of probabilistic
approaches. Although both approaches are beneficial, de-
terministic approaches are found to be the most commonly
used. The long-tail discovery issue is uniquely problematic
to the probabilistic approach, and may result in a node not
being discovered at all [16]. Otherwise, it has been demon-
strated to be more efficient than its deterministic counter-
part in ensuring ND. New studies, however, have emerged
in the area of ND in WSNs, such as opportunistic routing
approaches, which result in decisions being made on the fly
[17]. However, it is in the area of mobility awareness in
WSNs [18], with knowledge of mobility utilised to influ-
ence network behaviour, in this case ND, that this study takes
place. Given the complex nature of ND in WSNs, the intro-
duction of amobile element adds another layer of complexity
to the issue. Such as, in the case of the use of a MSN, how
may nodes know to awaken when the sink node is nearby.
However, whereas other studies may seek to negate the effect
of mobility, in the use of mobility awareness, the prediction
of mobility patterns of mobile nodes is utilised to improve
elements such as routing and data delivery [19]. Our ap-
proach instead aims to use the mobility pattern of a MSN
as an effective metric by which to positively influence the
energy consumption of static nodes in the network and, sub-
sequently, attempt to balance energy consumption across all
the nodes the sink directly communicates with.

To achieve this, we build on our previous work to pro-
pose a novel MAC layer algorithm to be utilised in WSNs
with a MSN. In our original study, the Mobility Aware Duty
Cycling Algorithm (MADCAL) [10, 11] created a dynamic
communication threshold between a MSN and static sink
node when a predictable sink mobility pattern is in use. This
threshold is then used to influence the SLEEP function of a
MAC implementation within a static, significant node. As
such, communication between a static node and the MSN is
only possible when the sink is within this threshold, other-
wise waiting until the threshold is reached. This work was
then extended inMobility AwareDuty Cycling andDynamic
Preambling Algorithm (MADCaDPAL) [20], in which the
relationship between the MSN and static sink threshold was
examined in finer detail, further improving energy consump-
tion. However, an issue of energy spikes amongst significant
nodes was found, where despite average energy across sig-
nificant nodes improving, some nodes still take on a greater
network load than others. This issue results from lack of
knowledge of neighbouring nodes as the communication thresh-
old is implemented in each node independently without us-
ing expensive beacons between nodes. As such, network
density may cause overlaps of communication, while others
wait for a clear channel. Whilst this issue has been negated to
a degree, it is not eliminated completely. As such, the elim-
ination of these energy spikes, and the subsequent improve-
ment in network lifetime, is the motivation for this study.

In this paper we propose the Dynamic Mobility and En-
ergyAwareAlgorithm (DMEAAL), which implements a com-
pletely dynamic approach to energy conservation, by adjust-
ing the aforementioned communication threshold in real time.
In utilising a target, optimum, level of energy consumption,
we propose a cross-layer approach in consideration of a thresh-
old adjusted accordingly as time passes, based on current
node energy consumption. In this way we seek to eliminate
dead energy consumption in significant nodes, where the en-
ergy consumption of one node is unnecessarily higher than
others, when the load could be spread evenly across all sig-
nificant nodes. Such an approach, which results in the con-
sumption of energymore evenly across individual nodes, has
merit when considering the potential long life of nodes in
WSNs. With the importance of the consideration of energy
balancing having been demonstrated in other work [21].

In summary, this work ensures that nodes shall not die
out more quickly than necessary. Even one node dying in a
network will have a detrimental effect, with others then hav-
ing to assume extra load and, in some cases, this not prov-
ing possible due to node location. As such, communication
with the sinkmay not be possible for some nodes. Therefore,
ensuring that significant nodes all consume energy equally
extends network lifetime and ensures a consistent communi-
cation with the sink node.

The application of this work is seen to come under the
Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) banner. An important dif-
ference from a more typical view of MEC in mobile WSNs,
where energy consuming and processor-heavy functionality
is passed to edge servers [22, 23], is that in this case the func-
tionality is conducted by the actual mobile device itself. In
this case the MSN. Mobile sinks have previously been pro-
posed as an important part of the functionality of MEC for
data gathering alone [24]. However, in the case of this study
it is envisaged that further functionality be deployed to the
MSN at the network edge. In this way, this approach may
contribute to an important aspect of the MEC, that being to
utilise edge computing in mobile environments to conserve
energy [25, 26, 27]. As such, we envisage two possibilities:

1. Individual nodes send current battery levels to the sink
node via a message. The sink node may then calculate
the average energy consumption across all significant
nodes and send this figure back to each node. The
nodes then implement the DMEAAL algorithm, us-
ing the figure received from the sink as the target en-
ergy consumption. This solution would be completely
integrated in network operation. However, additional
messaging is required, adding to network overhead and
potential delay. The target energy consumption would
also only be based on one network run. Whereas the
target energy consumption utilised in the tests detailed
in this study are derived fromfive tests combined. This
would raise the possibility of an outlying result influ-
encing the calculation.

2. A second applicationwould see target energy consump-
tion pre-programmed in the sink node. This based
on multiple tests, removing the risk of outlying re-
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sults. This figure may then be sent to each node as
target energy consumption, with the DMEAAL algo-
rithm implemented. This solution requires that only
the sink sends a message to each node, reducing ex-
tra load on the network. Whilst not completely inte-
grated, this solution removes the need for each node to
be pre-programmed with target energy consumption.
However, there remains the possibility of data loss and
delay, with significant nodes unable to implement the
DMEAAL algorithm until the message is received.

Ultimately it is envisaged that responsibility for all com-
mon network functionality be deployed at the network edge
within the MSN. Such as sink start position, start time and
speed. With other factors dependent on the mobility pattern
in use. As shall be detailed, within this study circular mobil-
ity is in use therefore factors such as the centre of the circle
would be of importance. It would then be the responsibility
of the MSN to send this information to the other nodes in the
network.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section
2 examines related work in the area of the proposed algo-
rithm, while Section 3 gives a technical background of Mo-
bility Aware Duty Cycling and the original MADCAL algo-
rithm. Section 4 details the sink mobility pattern and net-
work topologies used to test the new algorithm. Section 5
details the DMEAAL algorithm, the methodology, resultant
algorithm, testing and results. Section 6 concludes this pa-
per and proposes future work.

2. Related Work
When examining existing work in the area of MSNs a

great many focus on network layer routing protocols, with
little interest shown in the MAC layer. When it comes to the
mobility of the sink itself, the desire to determine and op-
timal path has also inspired a considerable number of stud-
ies, as evidenced by Aggarwal and Kumar [28]. With some
works covering both areas [29]. The use of a MSN to influ-
ence the MAC layer duty cycling of static nodes is a pioneer
approach and of high novelty. Consequently, related work
reflects the journey towards this solution.

2.1. Energy Efficient Routing to MSN
A study by Wang et al. [30] recognises the further chal-

lenges that arise in the use of MSNs, despite their benefit
as a potential solution to the hotspot problem. An "energy-
efficient cluster-based dynamic routes adjustment approach
(EECDRA)" [30] is proposed. This clustering approach bases
the selection of cluster heads on residual energy levels in
nodes. As such, maintaining the best and most energy ef-
ficient routes to the MSN. This approach shows benefit in
eliminating the use of expensivemessaging in order that know-
ledge of the sink position is maintained in the network. As a
network layer solution, network lifetime is shown to improve
with this approach.

Yarinezhad et al. [31] recognises the need for MSNs in
order to negate the hotspot issue, and that if this is used cor-

rectly, energy consumption may be balanced out. The pro-
posal here is for a routing algorithm in which the network
is divided into cells. This so that only a certain number of
cells require to store the location of the sink node as it moves
through the network. This works with any sink trajectory as
the sink location is sent to other nodes in the network via
beaconmessages. As such, network lifetime and energy con-
sumption is shown to improve versus other approaches as
each node may more easily find the shortest route to the sink
node. This is an important approach to routing with a MSN
in order to attain the best results from its use and would have
potential for future use with other studies, potentially util-
ising different approaches at other layers. This, however, is
again a network layer approach to utilising a MSN, and also
relies on the exchange of messages, which may add to net-
work overhead.

Another study rooted in the network layer [32], however,
does recognise the importance of including duty cycling in
considerations for the use of a MSN. This study synchro-
nises the LEACH routing protocol such that the duty cycle of
high-level nodes near the cluster-head is based on the wake-
up slot of previous nodes. Such that wake-up schedules are
synchronised accordingly. This study claims improvement
in energy consumption over the standard LEACH routing
protocol. Although ultimately, the link with sink mobility
and duty cycling is unclear in this study, it is of interest. It
could be argued that any duty cycling implementation, lo-
cated at the MAC layer, would ultimately need to work in
conjunction with the network layer.

In reference to the additional network cost of constantly
updating nodes in a network of the MSN position, [33] pro-
posed a new algorithm to more effectively advertise mobile
sink position and thus conserve energy. This is achieved
by utilising nested rings such that when the sink position is
needed in order for a node to send data, it first requests the
sink location from the closest node within the closest ring.
A geographic routing algorithm is then used to send the data
to the mobile sink. This study supports the use of multiple
sinks and claims benefits in network lifetime and packet de-
lay. This study recognises a the benefit in terms of energy
consumption in reducing messaging in a WSN in order that
nodes may know the sink position. Although this is only
relevant when using unpredictable sink mobility. Again, the
theme of MSN solutions being located in the network layer
continues with this study, with efficient packet delivery the
ultimate aim.

2.2. Predictable or Proactive Sink Mobility
Predictable sink mobility, or in this case constrained mo-

bility, is highlighted in [34]. There is also a reference to the
nodes most likely to communicate in one-hop with the sink
as sub sinks [34]. The approach proposed here focuses on
the data traffic itself, and how it can be expected to behave
as a result of the sink mobility. The desire is to balance en-
ergy consumption across network hierarchy by establishing
a grid. This would appear to be a common approach to the
issue of sink mobility and how to subsequently communi-
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cate with the sink. This approach shows benefit in terms of
network lifetime, and the recognition of the nodes closest to
the sink path is of interest also as is their role in delivering
data to the MSN. Sink mobility, however, is seen as an issue
to be solved in this case. Despite predictable sink mobility
being used in [34], it takes a different approach to the same
problem in contrast with our own studies [10, 11, 20].

Mitra et al. proposed another study utilising a grid struc-
ture for delivery to a MSN [35]. This work used a proactive
sink mobility pattern, changing to account for the state of
the network. This work also revisited the use of sub sinks
and extended this to use candidate sub sinks. As such, not
all candidate sub sinks would become sub sinks but they are
proactively identified as having that capability. The actual
sub sinks are then selected as those passed by the sink in a
set period of time. This work showed benefit in terms of a
reduction in energy consumption, hop count and delay. The
approach of identifying sub sinks from a group of candidates
is of interest, as is the proactive mobility. Sink mobility,
however, remains an issue seen to be negated.

An example of the use of a MSN with a predefined path
can be found in [36]. This study aimed to collect the maxi-
mumpossible amount of datawhile themobile sink is travers-
ing the shortest path throughout the network. As such, this
proposed the selection of sub-sinks which would commu-
nicate directly with the sink. Each of the static nodes in the
networkmust select one sub-sink to communicate with. This
approach claimed benefits in terms of data collection and
energy consumption and is an example of how a predefined
sink mobility path may be a metric which can be utilised.
However, this approach relies completely upon message ex-
change between the sink node and static nodes and between
the static nodes themselves. This is in order to establish the
sub-sinks and, subsequently, the shortest path to these nodes.
It can be assumed that this would place additional load on the
network that would be desirable to reduce or eliminate.

3. Mobility Aware Duty Cycling
In creating theMADCAL algorithm [10, 11], a predictable

sink mobility pattern approach was utilised. Then, given the
network parameters of sink starting position, speed and the
time it has been travelling for, it is possible for each static
node to accurately calculate the current sink position. This
calculation made independently in each node, without the
use of energy expensive beacon messages. The mobility pat-
tern utilised by MADCAL is a circular path around the net-
work. This such that an approach is taken where the sink di-
rectly reaching each node was not possible, more accurately
recreating a real-life scenario such as in disaster recovery.
Therefore, the nodes to be identified, the significant nodes,
are those which are one-hop from the path of the sink based
on interference range. MADCAL features two algorithms as
follows.

3.1. MADCAL-1
The first to create a dynamic threshold between static

node and mobile sink. In taking the point closest to the cir-

cular sink path in relation to the significant node, deemed
the circlePoint, an angle may then be calculated based in in-
terference range. This would be the maximum communica-
tion threshold before and after the circlePoint. However, to
avoid extremes in the size of thresholds, with the size being
considerably large of the node is close to the path and vice
versa, if some distance away, a factor is applied in order to
regulate this. Node distance to the sink path is divided by
interference distance and then sink speed is taken into ac-
count to adjust the factor further. With smaller thresholds
more effective with faster sink speeds and a slower sink re-
quiring larger thresholds, due to less opportunities to com-
municate with each node, the following calculation is made.
For speeds less than 10 mps the threshold cannot be reduced
by less than a factor of 0.5, for less than 20 mps this fac-
tor reduces to 0.35, reducing again to no less than 0.25 for
less than 40 mps. If the speed is exactly 40 mps we take no
action other than the factor remaining at the initial calcula-
tion of node distance over interference distance. It should be
noted that this factor check is based on test speeds of 40, 20,
10 and 2mps (meters per second). As such, in this new study
we shall be implementing a more dynamic approach to cater
for any speed within this range.

3.2. MADCAL-2
The secondMADCAL algorithm focuses on how to utilise

this threshold in order to then effectively influence duty cy-
cling within a static node. By calculating the current MSN
position within the SLEEP procedure of the MAC layer im-
plementation in use, the node can calculate if the sink is
within its threshold or not. If it is not then the node may
delay the move from SLEEP to CCA, in effect remaining
asleep whilst still able to receive messages. This is achieved
by calculating the time it will take for the sink node to reach
the start of the threshold based on the current sink coordi-
nates, coordinates of the threshold start, current time and
sink speed. In comparing this to a standard duty cycling
approach with CCA, preambles and check interval, an im-
provement of up to 15% in energy consumption was shown.
This as well as keeping frame delivery at similar levels or
better.

TheMADCaDPAL algorithm, an extension ofMADCAL-
2, further seeks to ensure the threshold is closed once the
MSN has reached its end. As such, in utilising the sink po-
sition in relation to CCA and the sending of preambles, en-
suring these processes end once the end of the threshold is
reached, significant benefits are achieved. Energy consump-
tion is now improved by up to 80% with frame delivery also
increased to the sink. This approach was also shown to re-
duce the energy spikes which could still be found in the use
of MADCAL, with certain significant nodes expending con-
siderably more energy than others.

3.3. A Long Running Issue with Static Threshold
A communication threshold between a static significant

node and a MSN has been shown to have benefit in terms of
energy consumption. Thus far, however, once the threshold
is established it remains the same, despite the level of battery
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consumption within the static node [10, 11, 20]. In both the
MADCAL and MADCaDPAL algorithms, the communica-
tion threshold utilised between static significant node and
MSN is adjustable in that it is dependent on the sink speed,
the distance between the static node and the sink path and
finally the interference range of the static node. However,
once this threshold is established it then is not altered again.
At this stage, therefore, it is assumed that the threshold dis-
tance is optimum for however long the WSN exists for.

Whilst this approach has demonstrated benefit in terms
of energy consumption, theremust also be consideration given
to the fact that any nodes expending energy greater than the
average consumption of all significant nodes in the network
shall continue to do so, until eventually running out of power
earlier than other nodes. Considering how long these net-
works may operate for, even a small difference over a short
period, could add up to a node expiring significantly sooner
than necessary over the lifetime of the network. Therefore,
an improvement in balancing the energy consumption of sig-
nificant nodes in line with the average consumption, even if
this improvement is initially small, would become more sig-
nificant over the a longer period.

4. The Proposed DMEAAL Algorithm
To address this remaining issuewithMADCAL andMAD-

CaDPAL algorithms, a real-time, dynamic threshold approach
tomobility aware duty cycling is proposed and termedDME-
AAL, short for Dynamic Mobility and Energy Aware Algo-
rithm.

4.1. Mobility Pattern
An important factor to consider is that this study does

not seek to establish an optimal mobility pattern. The aim
of both the MADCAL and MADCaDPAL algorithms is to
utilise a predictablemobility pattern, to establish if pre-knowledge
of sink mobility may be used to positively affect duty cy-
cling and therefore, improve energy consumption. Conse-
quently, the particular mobility model in use is not as im-
portant as that the pattern is predictable. When considering
the mobility pattern, it was decided to use a simple pattern
but with an implementation inspired by real-world applica-
tions. Therefore, an environment where all nodes are not
treated equally, such as a disaster recovery situation where
reaching each node directly is not possible. Other studies
have aimed to have the MSN pass as many nodes as possi-
ble [37, 38, 39], and whilst such an approach has merit, it
is clear that this is not always possible in a real-world sce-
nario. Hence, throughout this study the approach is taken
to replicate a network scenario where the sink reaching all
nodes would not be possible. As such, the pattern utilised
must move around the periphery of the network and give
static nodes the opportunity to communicate with the sink
in the least number of hops, whatever the particular network
topology. This is achieved by moving the sink around the
periphery of the network in a circular pattern.

In building upon the MADCAL and MADCaDPAL al-
gorithms to develop DMEAAL, we again utilise a circular

Figure 1: Network topology - grid.
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Figure 2: Network topology - random.

mobility pattern around the static nodes in the network.

4.2. Network Topology
Two approaches are taken to network topology. Firstly,

a controlled grid formation is utilised, with each of the 25
static nodes within one-hop of neighbours. This in order to
observe the effect sink mobility has on the nodes in the net-
work when node density and location has been controlled.
This can be seen in Figure 1, with the sink node travelling in
a clockwise direction around the network.

Secondly, a random network topology is used. While
there are still 25 static nodes, their location, with some large
spaces between nodes and some clustered together, is de-
signed to test the ability of the algorithms to positively af-
fect duty cycling in a situation where node location is not
controlled. Especially where there may be a propensity for
significant nodes to overlap and interfere with each other’s
transmissions. It is important to demonstrate that even in
this scenario DMEAAL would still be effective. This is il-
lustrated in Figure 2.

We utilise the grid and random network topologies with
the test parameters, the interference range of nodes is varied
across four values. Within the grid topology this results in
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Figure 3: Network topology - grid with significant nodes.

Figure 4: Network topology - random with significant nodes.

the same significant nodes each time, as can be seen in Fig-
ure 3. However, with the random topology in use the num-
ber of significant nodes reduces as the interference range of
nodes becomes smaller. This can be seen in Figure 4.

Among both network implementations the assumption is
that static nodes will retain their positions throughout. Each
static node implementsDMEAAL independently and although
aware of its own location, is unaware of neighbouring nodes.
Although four different interference ranges are used across
different test scenarios, each range is consistent across all
nodes in each test.

4.3. A Real-time Approach to Mobility Aware
Duty Cycling

In this study, the interaction between the communica-
tion threshold and the internal workings of the MAC proto-
col is no longer the focus. Instead, we now aim to adjust the
threshold for a static significant node as time passes, such
that when energy is being consumed above or below the av-
erage rate, the threshold may be altered accordingly.

Hypothesis: Our previouswork has shown that once a com-
munication threshold between static node andMSN is estab-
lished using the MADCAL algorithm, the energy consump-

tion plunges by 80%when theMADCaDPAL algorithm gov-
erns the determination of whether the MSN is within the
threshold or not and ending communication at the correct
time. Based on this set-up, our hypothesis is that if the net-
work is now operating at near full efficiency in terms of the
performance of significant nodes, then the total energy con-
sumed by all significant nodes is unlikely to be improved by
any great degree.

Concern: However, if some nodes are consuming more
energy than others, then it must be possible to lessen the re-
liance on these nodes and increase reliance accordingly on
other nodes. Such that whilst the overall level of consumed
energy remains, it is now spread more evenly across signif-
icant nodes. This without being to the detriment of frame
delivery. Even given the benefit of the MADCaDPAL algo-
rithm, at now much lower level of energy consumption then
previously, it can still be observed that there is a gap in en-
ergy consumption between the highest and lowest significant
nodes that could potentially be closed.

Proposition: As such, we seek to eliminate dead energy
consumption. That being, energy which need not be con-
sumed by one node and could be consumed by another in-
stead with similar results but an increase in network lifetime.
Here, we first utilise the MADCAL algorithm to set up the
base communication threshold between a static significant
node and a MSN. An illustration of this can be seen in Fig-
ure 6, from the viewpoint of node 10. The threshold is cre-
ated based on significant node distance from the circular sink
path, but an adjustment is then made based on a factor which
takes into accountMSN speed combined with the distance to
the path. The position of the MSN in relation to this thresh-
old is used to influence the SLEEP function at the MAC
layer, intercepting the move to CCA when data is to be sent,
if the MSN is not within a significant node’s threshold. The
sink position in relation to the threshold is also utilised to in-
fluence CCA and the sending of preambles, beyond merely
awakening the node. Thus, closing the threshold of com-
munication immediately once the MSN has reached its end.
Further, however, we now seek to integrate knowledge of
energy consumption whilst utilising a cross-layer approach.
Thus, the current energy consumption within the node bat-
tery may be compared with the target level of consumption
- in this case built from the previous test scenarios utilising
the MADCaDPAL algorithm.

4.4. Dynamic Mobility and Energy Aware
Algorithm (DMEAAL)

We have now developed the DMEAAL. Such that the
communication threshold is altered accordingly, dependant
upon the comparison between target energy consumption and
actual energy consumption of the node. Target energy con-
sumption is achieved via the MADCaDPAL algorithm, with
a database of results created per scenario. This cross-layer
approach is achieved by the MAC protocol accessing the
battery module after each pass of the MSN, as the network
scenario runs, utilising the DMEAAL algorithm. Target en-
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Figure 5: Lightweight CSMAMAC Implementation with DME-
AAL

ergy consumption is then input at the start of each scenario.
A simple adjustment value threshAdjust is then calculated
based on the actual energy consumption’s relation to target
energy consumption as shown in Eq. (1).

tℎresℎAdjust =

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

targetEnergy
(

batteryCapacity−batteryResidual
simT ime

)

× 60

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

(1)

Where targetEnergy is the target energy consumption per
minute in mWs; batteryCapacity is the capacity of the bat-
tery in mWs retrieved from the battery module in a cross-
layer approach; batteryResidual is the residual energy of the
battery module; simTime is the current simulation time in
seconds.

A maximum threshold is set in the calculation of the ini-
tial threshold value, based on node interference range and
distance from the path of the sink. The threshold is then
adjusted based on this factor. The lightweight Carrier-Sense
MultipleAccess (CSMA)MAC implementationwithinwhich
our work is implemented can be seen in Figure 5; showing
where theDMEAAL algorithm is inserted to alter the thresh-
old, alongside MADCAL for the initial calculation of the
communication threshold and implementation in the SLEEP
procedure, with MADCaDPAL for the implementation of
this threshold in the CCA and SEND PREAMBLE sections.

The development of a dynamic communication thresh-
old between static significant node from the viewpoint of
node 10, has been illustrated in Figure 6. This is created
by the MADCAL algorithm and then utilised by the MAD-
CaDPAL algorithm in order to fully influence the SLEEP
and CCA procedures as well as the sending of preambles.
As such, communication between static significant node and
MSN is closed once the sink has moved past the threshold
as shown in Figure 6. However, the DMEAAL algorithm
is a completely dynamic, real-time solution. Figure 7 illus-
trates how the threshold may now be adjusted as long as it
remains within a maximum size. It also demonstrates how

Figure 6: Illustration of Initial Threshold

Figure 7: Adjustment of Threshold

power levels from the battery are compared to a target energy
consumption level.

As such, our approach is to determine the initial thresh-
old as currently determined by MADCAL. However, this
now utilises a completely dynamic approach to establish-
ing the factor by which the initial threshold calculation is
reduced, based upon sink speed. This is detailed in Algo-
rithm 1 followed by a detailed description. Algorithm 1 is
run during the initialisation stage of all static nodes. How-
ever, whereas with MADCAL or MADCaDPAL in use this
threshold would remain the same, in the case of DMEAAL
this ismerely an initial value. Hence, the value of this thresh-
old will now only remain until the first recalculation based
on current energy consumption.

Algorithm 1: Algorithm 1 details the initialisation and
original establishment of a communication threshold during
the initial startup of a static node, as initially developed in the
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Algorithm 1 Initial Communication Threshold
1: procedure INITIALISATION
2: set sinkSpeed
3: set maxSpeed
4: set minSpeed
5: set maxFactor
6: set minFactor
7: speedDiff ← sinkSpeed − minSpeed
8: signif icantNode ← false
9: set interDist ⊳ Calculate interference distance as in Eq. 2
10: set Circumference
11: set firstSinkPos
12: set firstSinkQuartile
13: set distT oCircle
14: if distT oCircle < interDist then
15: signif icantNode ← true
16: end if
17: if signif icantNode then
18: set circleP oint
19: set nodeQuartile
20: set distanceBetweenP oints
21: set angleOfNode
22: tℎresℎoldAfter ← true
23: sinkTℎresℎoldAfter ←

establisℎTℎresℎold(sinkRadius, tℎresℎoldAfter)
24: tℎresℎoldAfter ← false
25: sinkTℎresℎoldBefore ←

establisℎTℎresℎold(sinkRadius, tℎresℎoldAfter)
26: set tℎresℎoldDistance
27: set beforeQuartile
28: set tℎresℎoldOpposite
29: end if
30: end procedure
31: function ESTABLISHTHRESHOLD(radius, after)
32: nodeDist ← (radius − distT oCircle)
33: angleT emp ← (radius2+nodeDist2−interDist2)

(2∗radius∗nodeDist)
34: angleRadians ← arccos(angleT emp)
35: angle ← (angleRadians ∗ ( 180PI ))
36: maxAngle ← angle ⊳ To be utilised later by DMEAAL. The

largest angle possible.
37: factor ← distT oCircle

interDist
38: factorCℎeck ← ( (maxFactor−minFactor)

(maxSpeed−minSpeed) ∗ speedDiff )
39: if factor < factorCℎeck then
40: factor ← factorCℎeck
41: end if
42: angle ← (angle ∗ factor)
43: if after then
44: tℎresℎAngleDegrees ← (angle + angleOfNode)
45: else
46: tℎresℎAngleDegrees ← (angleOfNode − angle)
47: end if
48: tℎresℎAngleRadians ← tℎresℎAngleDegrees

(180∗PI)
49: tℎresℎold.x ← circleCentre.x + (radius ∗

cos(tℎresℎAngleRadians))
50: tℎresℎold.y ← circleCentre.y + (radius ∗

sin(tℎresℎAngleRadians))
51: return Coord tℎresℎold
52: end function

MADCAL algorithm and then utilised further byMADCaD-
PAL.Within the initialisation procedure it is establishedwhether
this node is significant or not, with the establishThreshold
function then establishing the size of the actual threshold.
Different from the original MADCAL algorithm are the set-
ting of maxAngle on Line 36 and the now completely dy-
namic factorCheck on Line 38. maxAngle is set to the value
of the threshold before adjustment, calculated solely on the
angle created by the distance from the node to the circular
path and the interference distance. This shall then be utilised
later in the DMEAAL algorithm to ensure the limit of the
adjusted threshold. The new calculation of factorCheck now
ensures the factor by which the threshold is reduced is a slid-

Initialisation Procedure 
in Algorithm 1

establishThreshold
Function in 
Algorithm 1

Sleep Procedure in 
Procedure 1

CCA Procedure in 
Procedure 2

thresholdAdjust
Function in 
Function 1

True

Send Preamble
Procedure in 
Procedure 3

False

True

False Threshold 
reached 
by sink?

thresholdAdjust
Function in 
Function 1

Send/Stop Preamble
as required

Threshold 
reached 
by sink?

Figure 8: DMEAAL Control Flow

ing scale between a maximum and minimum sink speed. In
the case of this study those values are 40mps and 2mps. A
maximum and minimum factor is also set as 0.5 and zero,
meaning the most the factor may be reduced by is 0.5, for
the slowest speeds, and not at all for the fastest speeds.

Figure 8 illustrates the flow of the procedures affected by
DMEAAL, which can be seen in greater detail in Figure 5.
This shows the MAC protocol Sleep, CCA and Send Pream-
ble procedures as seen in Procedures 1, 2 and 3. Within each
of the CCA and Send Preamble procedures the new thresh-
oldAdjust function is utilised, as detailed in Function 1. The
maximum threshold is set as the largest size the threshold
could be when considering the node interference range and
distance to the path of the sink. A cross-layer solution is
then implemented where the battery module is accessed af-
ter each pass of the sink node, in order to ascertain the cur-
rent energy consumed. This is calculated on a per minute
basis by utilising the simulation time and then compared to
the target energy consumption per minute. By dividing the
target energy consumption by the current energy level we
create a factor by which to apply to the current size of the
threshold. In this way, if energy levels are lower than the
target the threshold will be increased and vice versa. Whilst
nodes have no knowledge of neighbours, as the algorithm is
implemented in all nodes in the network, it will be used in
the same way by each significant node. Thus, it can be as-
sumed that as one node reduces its threshold, another shall
be increasing its own.

Procedure 1: The Sleep Procedure is utilised in theMAD-
CAL algorithm to determine the move from Sleep to CCA
based on the position of the sink node in relation to the com-
munication threshold of the static node in which this takes
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Procedure 1 Sleep
1: procedure SLEEP
2: set cℎeckInterval from input ⊳ Set the default sleep interval
3: if signif icantNode then
4: tℎresℎoldT ime() ⊳ If MSN within threshold set

tℎresℎoldReacℎed otherwise set timeT oTℎresℎold as time until
MSN reaches threshold

5: if tℎresℎoldReacℎed then
6: interval ← cℎeckInterval ⊳ The interval to wake-up

reverts to the checkInterval
7: else
8: interval ← timeT oTℎresℎold ⊳ Set to the time it will

take for the sink to reach the threshold
9: end if
10: else
11: interval ← cℎeckInterval
12: end if
13: schedule CCA at simT ime + interval ⊳ simTime is current

simulation time in seconds
14: end procedure

Procedure 2 CCA
1: procedure CCA
2: if macQueue > 0 then
3: witℎinTℎresℎold() ⊳ Call withinThreshold() function to

establish if the MSN is within the threshold currently
4: if tℎresℎoldreacℎed then
5: macState ← SEND PREAMBLE ⊳ Send preambles
6: schedule STOP PREAMBLES at simT ime +

slotDuration ⊳ Schedule the stopping of preambles
7: else
8: macState ← SLEEP ⊳ Return the macState to Sleep
9: schedule SLEEP at simT ime + slotDuration ⊳ Node

awakens with SLEEP Procedure at defined time
10: tℎresℎoldAdjust() ⊳ Call thresholdAdjust() function to

adjust the Threshold
11: end if
12: else
13: macState ← SLEEP
14: schedule SLEEP at simT ime + slotDuration
15: end if
16: end procedure

Procedure 3 Send Preamble
1: procedure SEND PREAMBLE
2: witℎinTℎresℎold()
3: if tℎresℎoldreacℎed then
4: if SEND PREAMBLE then
5: sendP reamble()
6: macState ← SEND PREAMBLE
7: schedule SEND PREAMBLE at simT ime +

(0.5 ∗ cℎeckInterval)
8: else if STOP PREAMBLES then
9: cancel SEND PREAMBLE
10: macState ← SEND DATA ⊳ Preambles over, send data
11: end if
12: else
13: cancel SEND PREAMBLE/STOP PREAMBLES
14: macState ← SLEEP
15: schedule SLEEP at simT ime + slotDuration
16: tℎresℎoldAdjust() ⊳ Call thresholdAdjust() function to

adjust the Threshold
17: end if
18: end procedure

place.
Procedure 2: The CCA Procedure is utilised initially in

the MADCaDPAL algorithm to determine whether the node
should return to the Sleep procedure or continue to sending
preambles, based on the position of the sink node in rela-
tion to the communication threshold. Additionally now, for
DMEAAL, as well as scheduling a return to the Sleep pro-
cedure, the thresholdAdjust function is called to determine
of the size of the threshold should be adjusted and by how

much. This function is only called if the sink node is not
within the threshold anymore, as adjusting it whilst commu-
nication is taking place would be problematic.

Procedure 3: The Send Preamble Procedure is again
utilised initially in the MADCaDPAL algorithm to deter-
mine whether the node should return to the Sleep procedure
or continue in the process of sending preambles, based on
the position of the sink node in relation to the communi-
cation threshold. Additionally now, for DMEAAL, as well
as scheduling a return to the Sleep procedure, the thresh-
oldAdjust function is again called to determine of the size of
the threshold should be adjusted and by how much. Again,
this function is only called if the sink node is not within the
threshold anymore.

Function 1: The targetEnergy is set from input as the de-
sired average energy. In this case this is based on previous
data when the MADCaDPAL algorithm is in use. The ca-
pacity of the battery is established in a cross-layer approach,
directly from the battery module. This is then used in the
thresholdAdjust function to calculate the current consumed
energy by deleting the residual battery capacity from the ac-
tual battery capacity.

The purpose of the thresholdHappened variable is to es-
tablish if the threshold has been adjusted since the last time
the sink reached it. There is no gain to be made from adjust-
ing the threshold more than once in a circuit of the network
as this could lead to this process recurring many times. The
average energy per minute is calculated as is the threshold
adjustment factor by simply dividing the target energy con-
sumption by the current average energy consumption. We
also set the highest and lowest values for the size of the an-
gle of the threshold. In this case we use the maxAngle value
as the highest and zero as the lowest. However, this may be
adjusted according to a particular scenario. The maxAngle
is set as the largest angle possible when calculating the ini-
tial threshold size at startup, based on interference range and
distance to sink path. The angle is then adjusted for before
and after the threshold by multiplying it by the adjustment
factor within the adjustThresholdC function. We then estab-
lish if the new angle is within the parameters of the highest
and lowest angles and adjust accordingly if not. The angle
is then calculated as coordinates and returned to be saved as
the new threshold.

5. Evaluation and Results
In order to test this approach, we utilise both the grid

and random network topologies, with a predictable circular
sink mobility pattern moving around the network in a clock-
wise direction as seen in Figures 1 and 2, with significant
nodes illustrated in Figures 3 and 4. The network is built
using the OMNeT++ [40] simulation framework, utilising
both MiXiM [41] and inetmanet [42].

5.1. Network Layer
It should be noted that this work is located at the MAC

layer. Therefore, a routing protocol is only used to ensure a
route, and subsequent packet delivery, to the MSN. In this
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Function 1 Adjust Threshold
1: function THRESHOLDADJUST
2: set targetEnergy from input

⊳ Cross-layer approach to utilise values within the battery module
3: set batteryCapacity to nominalCapacity in batteryModule
4: set batteryResidual to residualCapacity in batteryModule
5: consumed ← (batteryCapacity − batteryResidual) ⊳ Current

value of consumed energy
6: if thresholdHappened then
7: tℎresℎoldHappened ← False
8: averageEnergy ← ( consumedsimtime ) × 60
9: tℎresℎAdjust ← targetEnergy

averageEnergy
10: angleLimitHigℎ ← maxAngle ⊳ As set when initial

threshold established.
11: angleLimitLow ← 0
12: tℎresℎoldAfter ← true
13: sinkTℎresℎoldAfter ←

adjustT ℎresℎoldC(sinkRadius, tℎresℎoldAfter, tℎresℎAdjust)
14: tℎresℎoldAfter ← false
15: sinkTℎresℎoldBefore ←

adjustT ℎresℎoldC(sinkRadius, tℎresℎoldAfter, tℎresℎAdjust)
16: set tℎresℎoldDistance
17: set beforeQuartile
18: set tℎresℎoldOpposite
19: end if
20: end function
21: function ADJUSTTHRESHOLDC(radius, after, adjustment)
22: if after then
23: angleAfter1 ← angleAfter × adjustment
24: else
25: angleBefore1 ← angleBefore × adjustment
26: end if
27: if after then
28: if ((angleAfter1 < angleLimitHigh) and (angleAfter1 >

angleLimitLow)) then
29: angleAfter ← angleAfter1
30: else
31: if angleAfter1 >= angleLimitHigh then
32: angleAfter ← angleLimitHigℎ
33: else
34: angleAfter ← angleLimitLow
35: end if
36: end if
37: else
38: if ((angleBefore1 < angleLimitHigh) and (angleBefore1 >

angleLimitLow)) then
39: angleBefore ← angleBefore1
40: else
41: if angleBefore1 >= angleLimitHigh then
42: angleBefore ← angleLimitHigℎ
43: else
44: angleBefore ← angleLimitLow
45: end if
46: end if
47: end if
48: if after then
49: tℎresℎAngleDegrees ← (angleAfter + angleOfNode)
50: else
51: tℎresℎAngleDegrees ← (angleOfNode − angleAfter)
52: end if
53: tℎresℎAngleRadians ← tℎresℎAngleDegrees

(180∗PI)
54: tℎresℎold.x ←

circleCentre.x + (radius × cos(tℎresℎAngleRadians))
55: tℎresℎold.y ←

circleCentre.y + (radius × sin(tℎresℎAngleRadians))
56: return Coord tℎresℎold
57: end function

case, the Optimized Link State Routing Protocol (OLSR)
[43] is used. This due to the heavy load it places on the net-
work in terms of energy consumption. This is an unconven-
tional use of this protocol but for our requirements it proves
effective.

5.2. Network Parameters
The emphasis of this study is on updating the threshold

in real-time, after each pass of the MSN. As such, in order

to produce a fair and consistent comparison across the three
different sink speeds, it is important to ensure that for each
test scenario the node has the same number of opportunities
to adjust its threshold. Therefore, simulation times are such
that theMSNwill complete 40 circuits of the network, what-
ever speed it may be travelling at. The time taken to traverse
the network is based on the network size and thus, the size
of the circle path circumference.

The interference distance of each node is calculated us-
ing Eq. (2) [44]:

interferenceDistance =

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

(

SoL
Freq

)2
×Power

16×PI2×10
SAT
10

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

1.0
Alpℎa

(2)

Here SoL represents the speed of light; Freq is the carrier
frequency of the node; Power is the transmitter power of the
node; SAT represents the signal attenuation threshold; Al-
pha is the path loss alpha. This is of particular importance
as it is altered to affect the interference distance. As such,
four different path loss alpha value are used, resulting in the
four different interference ranges. As the path loss alpha in-
creases, so the interference range decreases. With the path
loss alpha simulating signal loss in normal situations such as
interference from obstacles.

The sensitivity value used is an adjustment to ensure there
is no node overload in the network. As such, node overload
may result from a high sensitivity value and therefore, to re-
duce the number of received signals, sensitivity is adjusted
from −85dBm to −75dBm. All other parameters can be
found in Table 1.

All parameters are consistent across all simulation runs,
with power levels high to work in conjunction with the afore-
mentioned network layer protocol, such that power consump-
tion is subsequently also high in order to accelerate tests and
achieve results faster. However, the speed of the sink node
and the interference distance of the nodes are the significant
metrics in this study and are altered accordingly. The path
loss alpha is adjusted across four different values, as detailed
in the test parameters, this in order to alter the size of the
interference distance, which decreases as the alpha value in-
creases.

5.3. MAC Protocols
Four differentMAC implementations are evaluated. Firstly,

the existing lightweight MAC implementation using stan-
dard duty cycling techniques with no allowance for sink mo-
bility. This implementation reflects the core of the IEEE
802.15.4 standard [6, 7]. Next the MADCAL [10][11] al-
gorithm, with a communication threshold implemented be-
tween significant nodes and the sink in order to affect the
SLEEP function. Then the MADCaDPAL [20] algorithm is
evaluated, with the threshold remaining but now influencing
CCA and the sending of preambles in order that communica-
tion ends as the sink exits the threshold. Finally we evaluate
the new DMEAAL algorithm, with the aim now to balance
energy consumption across significant nodes.
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Table 1
Simulation Parameters

Parameters Values
Number of Nodes

(Static) 25

Grid Topology Size 200m × 200m
MSN Path Radius 150m
MSN Start Position x = 400m, y = 250m

MSN Speed (metres per
second) 20mps, 30mps, 40mps

Simulation Time
1884.95559215388s,
1256.63706143592s,
942.47779607694s

Number of Circuits of
Network 40

Interference Distance (4
candidate values)

77.52m, 69.13m, 62.02m,
55.94m

Number of Runs 5
Path-loss Alpha (4
candidate values) 1.85, 1.9, 1.95, 2

Max Sending Power 1.0mW
Signal Attenuation

Threshold −85dBm

Sensitivity −75dBm
Carrier Frequency 2.4GHz
Transmitter Power 1.0mW
Thermal Noise −85dBm

Signal to Noise Ratio
Threshold 4dB

Battery Capacity 594000mW s
Check Interval 0.01s
Slot Duration 0.1s

5.4. Evaluation Results
Results show the effect of an MSN on significant nodes,

as highlighted in Figures 3 and 4. Results are two-fold, firstly
comparing the results of the four different MAC implemen-
tations in order to demonstrate the effect of the DMEAAL
algorithm on average energy consumption and frame deliv-
ery in comparison.

The second set of results demonstrate the energy balanc-
ing effect of the DMEAAL algorithm. Results are shown for
MADCaDPAL and DMEAAL in order to compare the range
of energy consumption across individual significant nodes.

5.4.1. Results - Average Energy Consumption and
Frame Delivery, Grid Topology

Figures 9-12 show the average energy consumption of all
significant nodes for all four MAC implementations. This
is presented alongside the frame delivery to the MSN for
each scenario. The purpose of these results is no longer to
show improvement in energy consumption or frame deliv-
ery by any measurement. In this case these results are to
show that implementing the DMEAAL algorithm does not
adversely affect performance in these areas. In terms of aver-
age energy consumption, in particular, as much as possible
we would seek for the results for the MADCaDPAL algo-
rithm and those when DMEAAL is in use to be the same
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Figure 9: Average Energy Consumption of Significant Nodes
(mW s) and Frame Delivery to Sink. Interference Range 77.52m
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Figure 10: Average Energy Consumption of Significant Nodes
(mW s) and Frame Delivery to Sink. Interference Range 69.13m

or very close. The subsequent results of energy balancing
across significant nodes show the sought improvements that
we have been highlighted.

What is immediately clear from observing the average
energy consumption levels in Figure 9a is that the same ben-
efit to be gained from using the MADCaDPAL algorithm
remains when using DMEAAL. The target of having energy
consumption virtually the same is also seen to be achieved.
In terms of frame delivery it can be seen that in some cases,
balanced energy consumptionmay result in a slight decrease.
However, in all cases illustrated in in Figure 9b, frame de-
livery remains more efficient than when MADCAL and the
original MAC implementation are in use.

In Figure 10 it can be seen that this pattern repeats as
the interference range lessens. Average energy consumption
remains at the same level, as seen in Figure 10a, but frame
delivery can be seen to have decreased slightly in Figure 10b.

Again, when observing results in Figure 11, it can be ob-
served that DMEAAL keeps average energy consumption at
the same level, as can be seen in Figure 11a, with frame de-
livery only slightly less, as seen in Figure 11b. This even as
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Figure 11: Average Energy Consumption of Significant Nodes
(mW s) and Frame Delivery to Sink. Interference Range 62.02m
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Figure 12: Average Energy Consumption of Significant Nodes
(mW s) and Frame Delivery to Sink. Interference Range 55.94m

the interference range has constricted to just over 60m. Even
as the interference range lessens to just over 1 hop results
remain much the same. as can be seen in Figure 12a with
regard to energy consumption. In this case frame delivery
is now within a small margin of MADCaDPAL, as seen in
Figure 12b.

5.4.2. Results - Balanced Energy Consumption, Grid
Topology

Figures 13-16 now demonstrate the ultimate result of the
DMEAAL algorithm. For each different interference range
the results of each sink speed are shownwith the energy con-
sumption per minute of each significant node from lowest to
highest. As such, this demonstrates the difference in energy
consumption between when the MADCaDPAL algorithm is
in use and the DMEAAL algorithm. The aim being for en-
ergy consumption across significant nodes to all be closer in
value.

Figure 13 shows the results with DMEAAL in use for an
interference range of 77.52m. With the differing sink speeds
shown of 40mps in Figure 13a, 30mps in Figure 13b and

20mps in Figure 13c. It can be clearly observed that with
DMEAAL in use, the significant nodes all expend energy
around the same level. As such, in all cases this brings down
the energy consumption of 12 of the 16 significant nodes by
utilising the excessive energy consumption of just 4. Despite
how effective MADCaDPAL has been in reducing energy
consumption, over an extended period of network time, a
benefit such as this could have a major effect on network
lifetime.

Figure 14 shows the results with DMEAAL in use for
an interference range of 69.13m. With the differing sink
speeds shown of 40mps in Figure 14a, 30mps in Figure 14b
and 20mps in Figure 14c. Again, similar results can be ob-
served to the previous figure. The DMEAAL algorithm is
clearly evening out energy consumption across significant
nodes, unaffected by the smaller interference range.

Figure 15 shows the results with DMEAAL in use for an
interference range of 62.02m. With the differing sink speeds
shown of 40mps in Figure 15a, 30mps in Figure 15b and
20mps in Figure 15c. Even as the interference range lessens
this does not affect the results, with all significant nodes now
much closer to the target energy consumption, that being the
average energy consumedwith theMADCaDPAL algorithm
in use. This is repeated again in Figure 16 with an interfer-
ence range of 55.94m.
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Figure 13: Balanced Energy Consumption of Significant Nodes
(mW s). Interference Range 77.52m
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Figure 14: Balanced Energy Consumption of Significant Nodes
(mW s). Interference Range 69.13m
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Figure 15: Balanced Energy Consumption of Significant Nodes
(mW s). Interference Range 62.02m
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Figure 16: Balanced Energy Consumption of Significant Nodes
(mW s). Interference Range 55.94m

5.4.3. Results - Average Energy Consumption and
Frame Delivery, Random Topology

Figures 17-20 show the average energy consumption of
all significant nodes for all fourMAC implementations. This
is presented alongside the frame delivery to the MSN for
each scenario. Again, we do not seek to show improvement
in energy consumption or frame delivery by any measure-
ment. In this case these results are to show that implement-
ing the DMEAAL algorithm does not adversely affect per-
formance in these areas, especially when considering a more
strained topology. In terms of average energy consumption,
in particular, as much as possible we would seek for the re-
sults for theMADCaDPAL algorithm and those whenDME-
AAL is in use to be the same or very close. With frame re-
ception proving more problematic with this topology in use,
it is also of interest to see if there has been an adverse effect
on these results when using DMEAAL. However, the sub-
sequent results of energy balancing across significant nodes
remain the aim of this study.

It is clear, as with the grid topology, from observing the
average energy consumption levels in Figure 17, that the
same benefit to be gained from using the MADCaDPAL al-
gorithm remains when using DMEAAL. The target of hav-
ing energy consumption virtually the same is also seen to
be achieved in Figure 17a. Again though, in terms of frame
delivery, it can be seen in Figure 17b that balanced energy
consumption may result in a slight decrease. However, in
all cases illustrated frame delivery remains higher than when
MADCAL and the original MAC implementation are in use.
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Figure 17: Average Energy Consumption of Significant Nodes
(mW s) and Frame Delivery to Sink. Interference Range 77.52m

In Figure 18 it can be seen that this pattern repeats as
the interference range lessens. Average energy consumption
remains at the same level, as seen in Figure 18a, but frame
delivery is slightly less as seen in Figure 18b.

When observing results in Figure 19 it can again be seen
that DMEAALkeeps average energy consumption at the same
level, as seen in Figure 19a, with this also true for Figure 20a.
This is significant as the interference range lessens, now to
just above the distance of one-hop. When considering frame
delivery, this constriction of interference range also proved
problematic for the MADCaDPAL algorithm. The topol-
ogy in use has clusters of nodes but also large spaces be-
tween them. As such, attempts to control energy consump-
tion and a reduction in communication thresholds may result
in a slight reduction in frame delivery. This repeats with the
use of DMEAAL, although not excessively aside from one
result when the sink moves at 20mps with a 62.02m interfer-
ence range, as seen in Figure 19b. This combination clearly
results in a threshold that is not effective in this environment.
As such, this highlights the need for a certain amount of con-
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Figure 18: Average Energy Consumption of Significant Nodes
(mW s) and Frame Delivery to Sink. Interference Range 69.13m

trol in the density of node placement.

5.4.4. Results - Balanced Energy Consumption,
Random Topology

Figures 21-24 illustrate the results of the ultimate aim of
the DMEAAL algorithm, that being to balance energy con-
sumption across significant nodes. For each different inter-
ference range the results of each sink speed are shown with
the energy consumption per minute of each significant node
from lowest to highest. Different from the use of the grid
topology is that as the interference range constricts, fewer
nodes take the role of significant node. As before, however,
results demonstrate the difference in energy consumption be-
tween when the MADCaDPAL algorithm is in use and the
DMEAAL algorithm. The aim being for energy consump-
tion across significant nodes to all be closer in value.

Figure 21 shows the results with DMEAAL in use for an
interference range of 77.52m. With the differing sink speeds
shown of 40mps in Figure 21a, 30mps in Figure 21b and
20mps in Figure 21c. It can be clearly observed that with
DMEAAL in use, energy consumption is spreadmore evenly
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Figure 19: Average Energy Consumption of Significant Nodes
(mW s) and Frame Delivery to Sink. Interference Range 62.02m
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Figure 20: Average Energy Consumption of Significant Nodes
(mW s) and Frame Delivery to Sink. Interference Range 55.94
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across significant nodes. What can be observed in contrast
to the grid topology, is that with MADCaDPAL in use the
spread of energy is even more stark. As such, the potential
to increase network lifetime is even greater and DMEAAL
succeeds in this.

Figure 22 shows the results with DMEAAL in use for an
interference range of 69.13m. With the differing sink speeds
shown of 40mps in Figure 22a, 30mps in Figure 22b and
20mps in Figure 22c. Again, similar results can be observed
to the previous figure, with DMEAAL effective in evening
out energy consumption across significant nodes. Despite
the smaller interference range.

Figure 23 shows the results with DMEAAL in use for an
interference range of 62.02m. With the differing sink speeds
shown of 40mps in Figure 23a, 30mps in Figure 23b and
20mps in Figure 23c. Results again follow a similar pattern.
However, Figure 23c showing a sink speed of 20mps can be
largely discounted due to the low level of frame delivery in
this scenario. In this case it would have to be accepted that
the MADCaDPAL algorithm is more effective. However,
even in the much smaller interference range in Figure 24, the
effectiveness of the DMEAAL algorithm can be observed.

6. Conclusion and Future Work
In this study we have proposed DMEAAL, for use with

WSNs utilising a MSN, built on the communication thresh-
old originally developed in the MADCAL algorithm [10,
11]. DMEAAL utilises predictable sink mobility and self
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Figure 21: Balanced Energy Consumption of Significant Nodes
(mW s). Interference Range 77.52m
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Figure 22: Balanced Energy Consumption of Significant Nodes
(mW s). Interference Range 69.13m
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Figure 23: Balanced Energy Consumption of Significant Nodes
(mW s). Interference Range 62.02m
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Figure 24: Balanced Energy Consumption of Significant Nodes
(mW s). Interference Range 55.94m

knowledge of location amongst static nodes. This in order
that energy consumption across significant nodes may be
balanced and that dead energy consumptionmay be reduced.
The evaluation results show that the levels of energy con-
sumption and frame delivery to the sink achieved by theMAD-
CaDPAL algorithm, are generally retained with DMEAAL
in use. Additionally, we have demonstrated that a cross-
layer approach, determining the current battery levels within
a node along with knowledge of target energy consumption,
results in balanced energy consumption across significant
nodes. Thus, improving network lifetime. As such, finally
eliminating energy spikeswhich contribute to the energy hole
[9] or hotspot problem. In altering the communication thresh-
old accordingly based on target energy consumption versus
current average energy consumption, we now have an en-
tirely dynamic solution. This is shown to be effective in both
a controlled, grid network formation and when we utilise a
more strained, random topology.

For future work we would seek to implement the practi-
cal applications proposed for the DMEAAL algorithm and
ultimately utilise this within test beds, rather than merely
simulation environments.
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